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Airdrie-Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
 

CONSIDERATION STAGE EVIDENCE: GROUP 31   
 

Objections within Group 31 Lead Objector 
41 (Mrs M Ferguson) 
42 (Mr & Mrs Donald) 
43 (Mary Bernadette Dugan) 
44 (Andrew White Mackie) 
45 (Mr & Mrs Riddell) 
49 Jamie Ross & Lynne Abbot 
50 (Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir) 
51 (William Peackock) 

Andrew White Mackie 

Grouping note: The grouping made by the Committee named 8 objections. Only 7 
objectors are represented in this submission. No contact was made with/by the 
objector(s), Jamie Ross & Lynne Abbot. Without consultation with or agreements by 
Jamie Ross & Lynne Abbot we are unable to make legitimate comment on their 
behalf. 

 
 
1. We no longer wish to pursue the following issues as they are no longer 
in dispute— 
 
No issues are in this categary  
 
 
2. The following issues remain in dispute but, at this time, we do not 
propose submitting any written evidence— 
 
No issues are in this categary 
 
 
3. The following issues remain in dispute and our written evidence on each 
issue is set out below— 
 
Note: it is difficult to differentiate between subject matter placed within separate topic 
headings. Most arguments overlap. For example, the subject of health is included 
within other sections. An attempt has been made to reduce repetition in this 
document. 
Similarly: This is a group submission encompassing material from several individual 
objections. Some subject matter will appear under different topic descriptions 
(paragraph headings) than they appeared in the original, individual objection 
submissions. Applicable objectors’ names are given after each topic heading. 
Layout note: Questions are given bold texts labels, e.g. Q.2a, Q.2b etc and are 
separated from evidence text. The number in a question’s label is the paragraph 
number in which the question is set. Q.2aa follows Q.2z. Also, for example, 
Paragraph 1 has no question, so there is no Q.1. 
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1.  Our Quality of Life 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
All members of the Birniehill/Whiteside objectors group chose to live in the area 
principally because it was a quiet, rural environment. All members have devoted 
decades of life to the perpetuation of this condition. The greatest percentage of their 
life’s earnings has been used in buying their homes and most of their free time has 
been given to nurturing these homes, the gardens and their surroundings.  
 
An uninvited reversal of lifestyle such as is implicit within the proposals of the Bill is a 
direct assault on the freedom and well being of all those living close to the new 
railway.  
 
It is the responsibility of Parliament and the Bill promoters to consider our quality of 
life in what is being done, to protect our interests and our lives and to deliberate 
carefully on the solutions we describe.  
 
Both Parliament and Network Rail know what is the right thing to do. We urge that it 
be done. 
 
2:  Noise and Vibration 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
Note: The Noise & Vibration referred to in this section largely refers to those from 
Network Rail operations.  
Network Rail has issued noise assessment calculation data, which they are using to 
minimise the degree of mitigation installation. 
 
We assert that the noise level assessment figures calculated from tests made by 
Network Rail are inapplicable and erroneous, giving a totally false projection of 
expected sound levels.  
 
In the following, we seek to help Network Rail attain a better knowledge and 
perspective of acoustics with particular emphasis on the facets of the subject 
applying to the area within which we live. 
 
The part of Birniehill Avenue and Factory Road encompassing the rail area is 
amphitheatrical in shape, (with the track at its centre). Noise from the track and the 
North side is echoed and heard several times by the listener in Birniehill Avenue.  
 
Q.2a: Were sound level tests made in Birniehill Avenue?  
Q.2b: Were sound level assessments made, anywhere in the Birniehill area, which 
gave consideration to the shape of the location or to the added reflective effects from 
the new residential buildings at Factory road?  
 
The tests made were free field sound tests and the Factory Road residential 
buildings did not then exist. 
Definition of “Free field”: A sound field whose boundaries exert a negligible 
influence on the sound waves. In a free-field environment, sound spreads spherically 
from a source and decreases in level at a rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance from a 



point source, and at a rate of 3 dB per doubling of distance from a line source. 
Birniehill Avenue IS NOT A “FREE FIELD”. 
A moving train IS NOT A POINT SOURCE.  
 
Q.2c: What category of sound source (e.g. point or line) was used in the calculation 
of expected noise levels, as shown in the figures issued by Network Rail? 
 
The frequencies of sound emanating from a moving train outrank human hearing. 
That is, the higher and lower sound frequencies given out by a moving train are 
beyond those that a human can consciously hear. These extraperipheral sound 
frequences are also dangerous to humans. Both categories, high and low, cause 
illnesses in humans. The lower frequencies are stronger and carry further.  
 
Q.2d: What frequency range was input during the Network Rail sound assessment 
tests? 
 
Q.2e: What frequency range was included in the Network Rail noise predictions? 
 
No test results shown by Network Rail relate in any way to the reality of the sound 
amplification and echo effects already becoming apparent in the North end of 
Birniehill Avenue. The resulting noise will increase dramatically on commencement of 
construction and will reach appalling proportions with the passing of every train.  
 
Network Rail has suggested that some of our Birniehill Avenue objectors’ homes 
would be shielded from the noise of the trains by the presence of houses nearer to 
the rail track. There is a large gap (two footpath widths plus two driveway widths plus 
verges) between the houses nearest to the track. These gaps give a direct path for 
noise emanating from the train. See Fig. 1 below.  

 
 
Combinations of reflected noise arising from the acoustic coupling of the Factory 
Road building and the sides of the houses next to the track will direct noise to the 
houses at the other side of the street. Little or no attenuation of noise can be 
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expected. Indeed, some areas will experience an increase of noise caused by the 
concentration of multiple sound reflections on these areas. Direct noise will affect 
No’s 52 & 56. It should be remembered that a moving train is not a point source of 
sound. This means that these houses will be continuously targeted at all points 
during the passing of a train (not just at “Ta” and “Tf” as shown in Fig. 1). Please note 
that “Tb” in Fig. 1 is travelling toward a music studio. Reflected noise will affect all 
houses in the street.  
 
Construction of a similar, (but higher), building is expected to commence shortly. This 
building, in conjunction with the Whitburn Road bridge (the new bridge over the 
railway), would create an acoustic outcome very similar to those discussed above. 
This will be applied to the homes of our member objectors living beside the 
communal land next to the bridge. 
 
The “basin” shape of the communal land area should also be considered. 
 
Q.2f: How high is the wall (parapet, barrier) at the Birniehill side of the proposed new 
bridge? 
 
Q.2g: How long will this wall extend round the communal land area? 
Q.2h: Is the wall solid and of what material is it to be constructed? 
 
The Whiteside homes of two members of our objectors group are within FEET of the 
track and would receive the almost unattenuated noise from a moving train. 
 
In an attempt by Network Rail to persuade us that noise would be reduced, they 
described the section of rail in the Birniehill / Whiteside area as a slowing down 
portion. This part of track will be on the decline towards Bathgate station, 
necessitating the use of trains’ brakes. Noise will be increased. We therefore deduce 
that braking is yet another factor not used within their calculations of noise. 
  
Q.2i: How were the noise assessment figures referring to the Whiteside homes 
calculated? 
 
Receipt of increases in noise level would be a provocation for residents to stay 
indoors for respite. That is an intervention in our quality of life. 
 
Different levels within gardens and houses receive different levels of sound. All 
Birniehill and Whiteside objectors have two-storey homes. At least two of our 
members have a main sitting room on the second floor of the house - well above any 
of the slight protection that would be afforded by the currently proposed railside 
barrier.  
 
Q.2j: What are Network Rail’s reactions to the charge that they would be forcing 
residents to be cocooned within their homes with all doors and windows closed 
should sufficient mitigation be refused? 
Q.2k: Will there be noise from the electricity supply rail when trains are running 
and/or when they are not? 
Q.2l: Is the electricity supply rail to the trains above the height of the proposed 
barrier? 
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The noise volume from freight trains is potentially greater than that of passenger 
trains and can last for longer periods per train. (There is freight traffic on the 
Edinburgh-Bathgate line.) 
 
Q.2m: Can we be assured that the current schedule for number of trains per day will 
never increase?  
Q.2n: Will the current schedule for earliest/latest times of trains never be extended? 
Q.2o: Will there never be freight trains? 
 
Re. Paragraph 13, Network Rail Environmental statement/Noise assessment: 
The statement applies only up to one year from opening of the railway. This gives 
carte blanche to any increase in noise. Valid reasons for the short effective life of this 
statement are unclear.  
 
Q.2p: Why does this statement have a termination date? 
Q.2q: Does this mean that noise levels are expected to increase after one year from 
opening? 
Q.2r: Why would noise levels be expected to increase after one year from opening? 
Q.2s: If Network Rail wish to extend or alter operations in any way after this 
termination date, are they required to make formal application for permission? 
Q.2t: To whom would application to extend operations be made? 
Q.2u: Why does this paragraph not mention any objectors’ properties in Birniehill or 
Whiteside? 
 
Re. Paragraph 13.5, Environmental statement/Noise assessment: 
“Mitigation may be applied even if an unacceptable level is not achieved.” 
 
Q.2v: Who decides this and who enforces it in law? 
 
Re. Noise during the rail construction period and during maintenance: 
Q.2w: What powers will monitors have and use to ensure that noise is kept to a 
minimum? 
Q.2x: What is to be considered as “reasonable” noise during the construction period? 
 
Noise, even at lower levels than expected in this area, if prolonged can lead to 
permanent health problems. The frequency of trains scheduled means that the noise 
is inescapable and annoyingly intermittent. Noise adversely affects health in many 
more ways than there is time to discuss in this submission. 
 
A list of noise related health topics follows: 
 
Pain and hearing fatigue; hearing impairment including tinnitus; annoyance; 
interferences with social behaviour (aggressiveness, protest and helplessness); 
interference with speech communication; sleep disturbance and all its consequences 
on a long and short term basis; cardiovascular effects; hormonal responses (stress 
hormones) and their possible consequences on human metabolism (nutrition) and 
immune system; performance at work and/or school decrements. 
 
Mitigation is not a minor option to be toyed with in the area. Mitigation on a 
much greater scale than suggested by Network Rail to date is ESSENTIAL. 
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It is possible that more stringent legislation on noise will follow some recent and 
current studies being made, such as by the World Health Organisation on ‘noise in 
the community’. It would be in Network Rail interests to install natural screening 
barriers during the construction phase. Operations would suffer through stoppages 
etc if Network Rail waited until after opening of the link. International Studies are 
being carried out using natural screening, Following introduction of directive 
legislation; increased demand would cause noise mitigation costs to rise. 
 
Q.2y: What is the Sound Pressure Level at source used for Network Rail electric 
train noise calculations / projections (i.e. in decibels at 0m from source)?  
Q.2z: Will Network Rail utilise natural screening as mitigation anywhere on the link? 
 
Network Rail tells us that most houses will be completely out of range of vibration 
caused by trains.  
 
Vibration is closely related to sound, but predictions of the effects require different 
assessment data. However, one acoustic effect, sympathetic resonance, can also 
result from any sound frequency. Buildings, or parts of any structure, can react to a 
sound frequency and vibrate. If the sound is strong enough and/or applied long 
enough, the structure will deteriorate, often to the point of destruction.  
 
That is, noise causes vibration. Vibration has many ill effects, e.g. see current 
European Community studies on the effects of vibration on pregnant women. 
 
Q.2aa: What exploration techniques were used to calculate the extent of the vibration 
affected areas? 
 
It should be remembered that we did not request that the railway be built next to our 
homes. We are not voluntarily placing ourselves in danger. It is therefore the 
responsibility of Network Rail to ensure that any short term or long term vibration 
damage by railway operations is fully compensated. As vibration is damaging to 
health, this includes persons as well as property. 
 
Q.2ab: What measures are being taken to ensure that no damage to property or 
persons can occur by vibration caused by trains? 
 
3. Visual Impairment/Intrusion 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
Note: See also paragraph 4, reference to visual intrusion, leading to Q.4b. 
 
Network Rail has attempted to make light of all objections relating to any form of 
complaint relating to visual and privacy matters.  
Network Rail designers propose a barrier as an attempt to combat noise.  
 
The type and height of barrier is important.  
Network Rail has the opportunity to approach a number of problems with a 
single, more effective solution, i.e. natural screening.  
 
As already highlighted, we live in a rural type area with good coverage of trees, 
bushes and other plants. Much of the local plant life will be destroyed. Wildlife will 
disappear simultaneously. Elsewhere in this document, objectors’ fears concerning 
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privacy, noise, health, environment and lifestyle are expressed. A tunnel would 
remove the track and trains from sight and probably eradicate the noise. However, 
most overland tunnels are unsuitable for rural areas. We also appreciate that tunnel 
costs are prohibitive. Natural screening would be much cheaper than a tunnel and 
would retain the character of our area. 
 
Natural screening of sufficient height and thickness would be considerably more 
potent in reducing noise than the proposed low pennant (which would largely only 
reflect noise back to the train and thence back to the streets). This screening would 
have to be, at some points, installed at both sides of the track to avoid reflection of 
noise. With informed selection of plants for use in the screen, there could also be a 
slight dissipation of vibration via roots.  
lthough a security fence can be incorporated within natural screening, the inclusion of 
certain plants in the screening would form a security barrier without need of a full-
strength wire mesh fence. Integrity checks can be made on sections of hidden metal 
fences as easily as made on visible ones.  
 
The residents would be visually screened from the trains and overhead structures. 
This would allay most of the privacy and lifestyle fears stated in this document. 
With the resulting visual improvement (in comparison to the pennant proposal) house 
values might not fall. Livelihood might not be lost. Wildlife would benefit. Both noise 
and visual effects of moving trains on humans, animals and birds would be greatly 
reduced.  
 
The locations requiring screening, not exactly specified here due to lack of time, can 
be discussed and/or shown to the interested parties. We would be delighted to join in 
any positive discussion on natural screening. 
 
Q.3a: Will Network Rail consider inclusion of natural screening with the currently 
proposed mitigation measures at the required portions of track? 
 
OR  
 
Q.3b: Will Network Rail change the current proposal from the erection of a pennant 
noise barrier to the planting of a natural screen at the required portions of track?  
 
Such an environmentally invaluable solution could be seen by the community 
as a gain rather than as the disadvantage explicitly inherent in the current proposal. 
This would be a great and positive step to the retention of our quality of life.  
 
4. Loss of Property Value / Loss of Livelihood / (General financial losses)  
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
It is expected that the value of houses near the rail track will depreciate.  
 
We wish to know that a fall in house value, calculated before the scheduled time for 
filing compensation claims, will be expressed as a percentage of the original market 
value - not as a set number of pounds - and that thenceforth any compensation claim 
will be calculated at that percentage. 
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Example: if a home currently valued at £100,000 falls to a value of £80,000 because 
the railway is to be built then the loss is calculated at 20%. Therefore if the house is 
valued in 2010-2011 (compensation claim time) at £160,000 (80% of the value of the 
same house without a railway), then the loss in value would be calculated to £40,000. 
(£160,000 / (100-20) X 20) 
 
Q.4a: Will the loss of property value resulting because the rail track is built in close 
proximity be expressed as a percentage? 
 
Re: Network Rail’s “Briefing Note on Compensation”, Paragraph 6:  
Note. We are surprised that the Scottish Parliament is not applying Scottish law to 
such matters. 
Re: Network Rail’s “Briefing Note on Compensation”, Paragraph 11: 
The 8th physical factor, “Visual intrusion”, which is significant, is deliberately 
omitted. 
 
The decision to build a house in a particular location is strongly influenced by the 
outlook – the view. Photographs of such outlooks are included, see appendix OL1 to 
this document. OLP1 – OLP3 are examples of the outlook from the home of a group 
member in Whiteside. These carefully chosen locations will be destroyed on 
commencement of construction. They will be replaced by unwanted mechanical 
structures. 
 
This visual intrusion is deprival of a valuable commodity. The house value will fall. 
“Visual intrusion” must be included as a compensation factor.  
 
Q.4b: Will “Visual intrusion” be included as a compensation factor? 
 
We are told that claims can be made only after 1 year from commencement of train 
operations. Expenses/losses experienced as a result of Network Rail operations 
should be reimbursed as they occur.  
 
The noise and disruption begins with the construction process. House prices can be 
expected to fall when construction begins. Residents may wish to move home to 
escape from what is surely going to be a traumatic period. They can not expect to 
receive full value for a visually degraded property on a rail buiding site. House 
upgrades may have to be carried out (e.g. soundproofing). These are but a shortlist 
of the expenses which would incur as a direct result of the deficiencies in the current 
proposals of the Airdrie-Bathgate Rail Bill, e.g. on mitigation measures. 
 
Q.4c: Why should claims for compensation have to wait until 12 months after the 
railway is operational? 
 
The livelihood of one objector is in jeopardy. The local music teacher NEEDS a quiet 
environment. Without that, his business will fail. He can take no hope from Network 
Rail’s current proposals. He ordered a music studio last year (c.£16,000). It is now 
nearing completion. See target “Tb”, in Fig. 1, paragraph 2.  
 
Q.4d: How does the 12-months-after rule help in the case of a livelihood being lost 
where there had previously been an expanding music teaching business? 
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Accidental damage or damage through negligence can occur at any time. Reparation 
for this type of expense can not be delayed.  
 
Q.4e: Will Network Rail issue immediate compensation for any accidents / damage 
caused during or after construction by any agent or through the actions of any agent 
engaged in Network Rail business? 
 
We recognise the probability of damage occuring at any time from commencement of 
construction and throughout railway operations. This damage may be accidental or 
through negligence. 
 
Q.4f: Who decides responsibility for railway-related damage to persons or property? 
 
5: Loss of environment / Privacy / Lifestyle / View 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
Note: Although aspects of environment discussed elsewhere would be valid within 
this paragraph, they are not repeated here. 
 
There are many species of wildlife resident in the Birniehill/Whiteside area. Among 
those are the endangered bats living under the old railway bridge.  
 
Q.5a: Has Network Rail taken all the necessary steps to ensure that all wildlife, 
particularly endangered species, are treated in the manner that protocol and law 
dictate? 
Q.5b: Has enough planning been carried out to ensure that all environmental 
damage is temporary and repairable?  
Q.5.c: Will Network Rail replace the vegetation damaged in any manner by the 
construction and/or operations of the railway? 
 
From replies received, Network Rail does not appear to fully understand our 
problems concerning privacy. The original statements made by our group members 
in their objections to the Bill contained brief summaries of their concerns over 
privacy. 
 
There is a great deal of further argument that should be raised on this basic right.  
 
Some group members considered an EEC legal rights option, which may be 
applicable. However, this could delay the Bill and we have no wish to be obstructive. 
It was decided to first describe the advantages of natural screening to all parties.  
 
Although we do not rest on this subject, we are prepared at this point to ask Network 
Rail merely to refer to the original objection statements on privacy for ‘points to 
remember’ about line-related privacy whilst designing the natural barrier.  
Note: The above few lines refer largely to railway related privacy concerns. Further 
mention of privacy is made, of necessity, within other sections, e.g. discussion of the 
cycle path route. 
 
Network Rail answers do not show any concern over the lifestyle of our residents. 
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In paragraph 1 of this document, “Our Quality of Life”, we appeal that recognition be 
given to the life and work of the residents who will be living cheek to jowl with the 
railway. Lifestyle is an integral part of that quality of life.  
 
If someone deprives you inadvertently it is an accident, deemed nobody’s fault.  
If deprivation is deliberate, then recourse is usually sought. 
If someone deliberately deprives you for gain and gives nothing in return, that is a 
criminal act. 
 
Network Rail’s plans to date seem to indicate that they wish to deprive us of our 
lifestyle and give nothing in return. We appeal to Network Rail to introduce, within the 
Bill, proposals that will allow us to carry on with our lifestyle as before. 
 
It is well within their power to to negate any deprivation.  
Most of the objections to the Bill concerning lifestyle are related to noise, privacy and 
view. Noise has been discussed in paragraph 2. We have already illustrated the 
solution to most of these fears. 
 
The view from our homes and gardens must be replaced. It would be impossible for 
the present views to be replaced exactly, but if we can still experience a pleasant 
outlook from our properties, then the new view may be considered as a satisfactory 
barter for the old view. 
 
No one considers any feature of the proposed installations or rolling stock to be a 
pleasant outlook.  
The “before” and “after” views must be considered. 
Re: appendix OL1. Photographs OLP1 – OLP3 depict the outlook at the home of one 
of our objectors. The view there is very pleasant and comforting. Photographs OLP4 
– OLP7, taken in Bathgate, show the Edinburgh-Bathgate rail line. There is no 
natural screening erected in that set of photographs. The view from homes there is 
desolate.  
 
Q.5d: Will Network Rail give positive consideration to the Environment, Privacy, 
Lifestyle and View concerns of our objectors? 
 
6. Cycle Path routing 
Objectors: Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M 
Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
Network Rail has not given the necessary consideration to objections regarding the 
cycle path routing. Their replies demonstrate the lack of deliberation that they have 
afforded the subject. Indeed, it would appear from those replies that a great deal of 
the more pertinent evidence had not been read. 
 
We would remind Network Rail of the status of the body to which they are applying 
for sanction of their proposals. It is one of the prime responsibilities of government to 
ensure that their actions do not cause harm to their population. The proposals within 
this Bill have to be passed by Parliament. We urge Network Rail to be mindful that 
they have an obligation to cooperate in these responsibilities.  
 
It is proposed to include Birniehill Avenue as part of the cycle path. The residents of 
the area have had prior experience of this encroachment and have made it 
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abundantly clear, within objections and verbally to Network Rail representatives, that 
a repeat would be unacceptable. There are a number of route options available, of 
which West Lothian Council is aware, that would divert the path away from streets.  
 
Q.6a: Have Parliament or Promoter assessed the feasibility of any alternative cycle 
path routing for this area other than Birniehill Avenue? 
 
Network Rail have stated that: “the number of additional users will not be sufficient as 
to have significant impact on congestion, noise levels and / or privacy.“ 
Birniehill Avenue is a narrow road. It is NOT a through road. It is a Cul de sac! 
The proposal to route the cycle path through Birniehill Avenue, if passed, would 
present a very real danger to life. Not merely surmise but a fact.  
 
Delivery and collection vehicles have problems negotiating the road. Large vehicles 
have to reverse out of the street. Refuse-collection has been postponed on a number 
of occasions as a result of the lorry being unable to negotiate in to the cul de sac. Of 
course, after travelling in, it then has to reverse 120 metres before being able to turn 
off the street. ALL large vehicles are forced to reverse in this manner to make egress. 
Residents already find parking difficult. The number of cars owned in the area has 
more than tripled since last the cycle path was diverted our way.  
 
Although a large number of front gardens have been sacrificed as parking areas, 
there is not enough room to cope with traffic now. Cyclists can not keep to the left 
as they travel, in any direction, along Birniehill Avenue. Parked vehicles force both 
cyclists and vehicular traffic to use the middle of the road.  
 
We have described the Birniehill Avenue traffic conditions within our written 
objections. We have described the Birniehill Avenue traffic conditions verbally in 
meetings with Network Rail representatives.  
 
Accidents happen, but prior planning can prevent them. To deliberately add more 
traffic and pedestrians to this environment would be to deliberately create an 
accident black spot. This danger applies to residents, cycle path users and anyone 
else in the street (the latter being mostly children).  
Network Rail KNOWS of the danger. There is no room for excuse by Network Rail 
hereafter.  
The cycle path does not only attract pedal cyclists.  
The last diversion of the cycle path through Birniehill Avenue brought noise, litter and 
vandalism on a scale hitherto unknown in the area and which has not been seen 
again since the route was taken away from the street. 
 
It has great appeal to motorcyclists (illegally). The type of person who indulges in 
such activity shows no respect to any form of rule concerning noise, driving, pollution 
or behaviour, etc.  
 
It is used as a route home by nightclubbers who, while passing through Birniehill, are 
still in boisterous mood. The remains of carryouts plus many other undesirable 
objects are discardied into the street gardens. The quantity and content of those 
discarded items pose a danger to health. We are also reminded of the evening during 
which most cars parked along the length of one side of the street were vandalised.  
The area of the garage site where the cycle path was diverted on to the street 
became a late night congregation area and a turning point for the illegal 
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motorcyclists, causing damage to the adjoining houses’ boundary fencing and 
gardens. The communal land area was similarly damaged. Since removal of the 
cycle path, one of our group members living beside the common land has had 
c.£1000 new boundary fencing installed. This would be damaged. 
 
Network Rail has suggested that notices placed (somewhere) will stop noise, 
pollution etc. Pedal cyclists, in general, will read and obey notices, but we do not 
accuse the cyclists of being the noise perpetrators or pollution spreaders. It is the 
OTHER cycle path users who neither read nor heed the cycle path notices.  
 
Likewise, Network Rail has to date paid little heed to OUR notice. I would urge 
Network Rail to read and listen to our objections more carefully.  
 
The members of our group living in the house at the end of the Birniehill cul-de-sac 
have further cycle path induced intrusions on their privacy. Their living room is 
directly in the line of sight (head on) of cyclists as they travel easterly down Birniehill 
Avenue to rejoin the cycle path. Most pedal cyclists are decent and law-abiding, but a 
large part of their raison d’etre is to sightsee en route. Hardly any cyclist will pass that 
window without “having a good gander”. The eye-level of cyclists ensures a full view 
of the living room as they travel to within a few feet of the window before turning off. 
Please do not suggest they draw the blinds. To the rear of the same house is the 
residents’ communal ground. This ground, together with the peace and privacy of at 
least two of our group members, is also under threat from the previously mentioned 
motorcyclists. At the Paulville end of the straight section of cycle path, of which the 
track between Birniehill and Factory Road is part, there is an area of land that has 
been converted to a dirt track. It is a convenient and “fun” chicane to turn round in – a 
few times – before illegally roaring back up the cycle path toward Birniehill. If the 
cycle path is diverted near the communal land area, that land will become the “dirt 
track at the other end”. Two of our group members will be the unwilling spectators, 
from their back windows and gardens, of bedlam.  
 
Please bear in mind that Network Rail has already assured us that the communal 
land environment will be restored when construction is complete. Network Rail would 
have to stand guard day and night for that promise to be kept. Their gardeners’ work 
would be decimated on a nightly basis.  
 
Network Rail is now informed in writing of the almost inevitable consequeces of using 
Birniehill Avenue as a cycle path. Network Rail is being informed while there is still 
ample time to relinquish the plan.  
 
Q.6b: Can Network Rail assure us that the communal land area can be policed 
sufficiently to prevent damage and noise as described above. 
 
By proceeding with the current cycle path plan, Network Rail would be responsible 
for encouraging repetitions of damage to the communal land area by shepherding 
motorcyclists to the area. As such, Network Rail would be responsible for repair of all 
damage by the motorcyclists.  
 
Q.6c: Can Network Rail assure us that they will always repair the damage if policing 
fails?  
Q.6d: What would Network Rail do about mitigation of motorcycle noise?  
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The WESLO garage site between the rail track and residents’ communal ground 
would also be negatively affected by routing the cycle path through it. Further danger 
is presented there. One of our objectors group members is obliged to use a garage 
on this site, as no space is available near his home to park. With the cycle path 
routed through the garage site, he – and other garage users - would open garage 
doors on to cycle path, drive over the cycle path, then reverse on to the cycle path 
and drive up the cycle path.  
 
To avoid having to reverse out of the cul de sac, other car drivers use the garage site 
to turn in, as there is rarely any room to manoeuvre a turn in the street. The entry to 
the garage site is not wide enough for a car and a pedal cycle (at the same time). 
This narrow entry is part of the proposed cycle path. 
 
Q.6e: Would Network Rail compensate immediately for each and every claim for 
damages (e.g. vehicle, cycle, person, pet etc) caused by routing the cycle path 
through Birniehill Avenue?  
 
Fears over access to Birniehill for criminals (burglars, etc) have been recently 
highlighted.  
 
(It should be made clear in this document that that we reveal no identification details 
of, or make particular accusations against any particular individual/s.) 
 
The cycle path is very convenient for use in gaining covert access to Birniehill. 
Cycles, including motorcycles, can make speedy and difficult-to-follow escape along 
the cycle path. Although this is already a hazard, we feel that the “shepherding” effect 
already mentioned, i.e. forcing the cycle path users to use the street, would make this 
danger greater. However, if the cycle path were cut off completely from Birniehill then 
the result would be increased safety. The community would warmly appreciate the 
prospect of greater security.  
 
Network Rail has the opportunity and ability to make Birniehill safer by routing the 
cycle path elsewhere. 
 
Included with this submission is an appendix, CP1, which maps but one of the 
possible alternative routes, which would remove the necessity for inclusion of a 
dangerously congested street within the cycle path. Photographs of the route, which 
passes beside a natural reserve opened recently by Princess Anne, are included in 
the CP1 appendix. Contact has been made with cycling users of the existing path, 
who are in full agreement with our group over the foolhardiness of the proposal to 
use Birniehill Avenue as part of the path and stated that they would much prefer to 
use the scenic route (CP1). 
 
Q.6f: Will Network Rail abandon the proposal to route the Cycle path through 
Birniehill streets? 
 
7.  Pollution / Health 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
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Note: Most discussion on the subject of pollution and health are contained within 
other parts of this document, e.g. the pollution from cycle path diversion has been 
proven as a health hazard and is a major concern.  
Electric railways can cause pollution also. The draught brought by a train carries and 
spreads much dust and litter. Dust from brakes is also thrown out. Please note that 
natural screening would also reduce the amount of dust and litter being blown into 
the gardens and street. 
 
Q.7a: Can we be assured that there is no risk to nearby residents from the trains’ 
electricity supply rail or the emanation of electromagnetic field therefrom? 
 
8.  Birniehill Avenue Communal Property 
Objectors: Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M 
Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock.  
Note: Andrew White Mackie, who did not include Common Property on original 
objection because he did not at that time know of the temporary road plans, is also a 
co-owner of this land. He is included above. 
 
It is proposed to build a temporary road over Birniehill Avenue residents’ communal 
property. Network Rail has assured us that environmental restoration of this area will 
be carried out. We are prepared to tolerate necessary disruption. However, there are 
some procedures proposed which give cause for concern and which do not appear to 
be necessary.  
 
An elevated temporary road is proposed over the communal land area. This 
temporary road is to carry Network Rail site traffic and as a diversion for Whitburn 
Road traffic. We are unsure regarding the legality of this usage. 
 
This road would be dangerouly close to the properties adjoining the communal land. 
In order to make this (relatively) safe for traffic and residents, it would be necessary 
to include a number of safety features, including parapets (barriers, walls). 
Pedestrian traffic would have to be catered for. It would be expensive. It would still be 
terrifying and very noisy to the objector residents of the houses adjoining the 
temporary road.  
 
We suggest that alternative plans can be made for a temporary road.  
The region surrounding the existing cycle path between Paulville and Birniehill could 
be used for a road to give better access for construction traffic AND to carry the 
normal Whitburn Road traffic. 
 
Using southbound traffic as example:  
 
Traffic from the Whitburn Road can join this area near Paulville and rejoin the 
Whitburn road near the eastern end of the old bridge at Whiteside/Birniehill (i.e. the 
bridge to be replaced).  
 
This rejoining point, we believe, is already designated for use as a roundabout to 
access a link road to the Wester Inch Village (easterly). A little co-operative planning 
between Network Rail and West Lothian Council here could “save a penny or two”.  
 
It would remove the necessity for a temporary “bridge” running over the communal 
land and posing such danger to the lives and property of the residents below it. 
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Although, through lack of time, we have not included more exact location details in 
this document we would be happy to supply details to the interested parties, or to 
escort any appropriate persons through the area. 
 
Q.8a: Will this alternative proposal for access be considered/adopted? 
 
Re The garage site adjoining the Birniehill communal land area. This area adjoins the 
proposed rail track area. 
 
Q.8b: Can we be assured that the uses and users of the Garage Site will not be 
affected by any aspects of Network Rail operations? 
 
9. Summary 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
The main issues involved here are simple. 
We do not wish to hear the Railway. Erect natural screening barrier. 
We do not wish to see the Railway. Erect natural screening barrier. 
We do not wish to be in danger from the Railway. Be careful. 
Birniehill Avenue can not take the Cycle Path. Make Birniehill safer and reroute it.  
Other issues can be resolved at little cost, at no cost or with nett gain to Network 
Rail. 
 
It is not our desire to move away from the area. We do not wish to sell our homes or 
to beleaguer Network Rail with claims for compensation. We would be happy, given 
the necessary permission from Parliament, to escort the assessor, without prejudice, 
to any location mentioned in our submission. We would also be most willing to 
accompany any Network Rail representative given brief to invesigate our objections 
locally. Although we have suggested measures designed to settle differences 
between our group and Network Rail, we will remain open and receptive to 
discussion on any new suggestions that Network Rail may propose to enable us to 
withdraw objections. 
 

Our only aim in objection is to retain Our Quality of Life. 
 

--------------------------------------- 
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4. At this time, we wish to pursue the following issues through oral 
evidence— 
 
In our submission we are giving written evidence for all topics and, unless 
agreement is reached with Network Rail on any topic in the interim, we will 
pursue all topics orally. The "new" (grouped) topic headings and the decision to 
pursue all topics both in writing and orally have been adopted by all individuals below 
and agreed by all as representing the group as a whole. 
 
Objectors: Mrs M Ferguson, Mr & Mrs Donald, Mary Bernadette Dugan, Andrew 
White Mackie, Mr & Mrs Riddell, Mr M Weir & Mrs L Weir, William Peackock. 
 
Our provisional witness list is— 
 

Name Designation Topic 
Mr H Donald objector 4. Loss of Property Value / Loss of 

Livelihood / (General financial losses) 
 

Mary Bernadette Dugan objector 1. Quality of Life 
3. Visual Impairment/Intrusion 
5. Loss of environment / Privacy / 
Lifestyle / View 
7. Pollution / Health 
9. SumM 
 

Andrew White Mackie objector 2. Noise & Vibration 
 

Mr A Riddell objector 6. Cycle Path routing 
 

William Peackock objector 8. Birniehill Avenue Communal Property 
   

 
We would estimate oral evidence on each topic lasting 30 minutes. 
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Appendix CP1 TO CONSIDERATION STAGE EVIDENCE: GROUP 31 
For consideration by 

Airdrie-Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill Committee 
 
 

PROPOSED ROUTE(s) OF A NEW CYCLE TRACK  
AVOIDING ALREADY-CONGESTED BIRNIEHILL AVENUE. 

 
 
 

Contents: 
 

Area map CPM1 with proposed route(s) marked 
PHOTOGRAPH nos. CPP1-CPP6, (ROUTE “A”) 
PHOTOGRAPH nos. CPP7-CPP27, (ROUTE “B”)



 
This alternative cycle path route diverts from the existing path at Paulville at its 
easterly end. The map below shows a choice of two points to the west of Birniehill at 
which the new path could rejoin the original path.  
 
The new part of cycle path could rejoin the existing path at one of many points. Route 
“B”, marked in red, returns at a point where a right-of-way demands a bridge over the 
railway. 
 
This path would be much preferred by cyclists. It is safe and scenic. 
 
 

CPM1 
 
Photographs of the marked routes follow with some comment by the walker.  
This proposal has been shown to local cyclists using the current cycle path, who 
express positive approval. The cyclists also disapprove of the previously proposed 
diversion through Birniehill Avenue.  
 
The walker would be happy to travel the route with an assessor appointed by 
Parliament or by the Bill Promoter. 
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CPP1 
 
Westerly end of 
route marked “A”, 
in blue, on 
appendix CP1 map

FLYOVER ON ROAD A706 BETWEEN HEATHERFIELD 
R/ABOUT AND BOGHEAD R/ABOUT WHERE THIS 
PROPOSED CYCLE TRACK WOULD MEET EXISTING 
CYCLE TRACK COMING FROM WEST. DEPENDING ON 
WHICH SIDE OF RAIL TRACK NEW CYCLE TRACK 
WOULD BE RUNNING A CROSSING WOULD PROPABLY 
BE REQUIRED. PERHAPS POSSIBLE TO INCORPORATE 
IF CHANGES ARE TO BE MADE TO EXISTING FLYOVER. 

  

 

 
CPP2 TRACK FROM FLYOVER DISAPPEARING UP TOWARDS 

FARM. 
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CPP3 TRACK CONTINUING. 

  

 

  
CPP4 TRACK GOES BEHIND WOOD IN CENTRE OF PICTURE. 
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CPP5 TRACK CONTINUES THROUGH WOOD KNOWN LOCALLY 

AS “THE HUSHES”. (Boghead) 
  

 

  
CPP6 TRACK GOES ROUND BACK OF FARM BUILDINGS AND 

DOWN TOWARDS FALSIDE EMERGING FROM FIELD 
LEFT SIDE OF PHOTO 13. I HAVE NOT WALKED THIS 
ROUTE ENTIRELY OWING TO FIELDS FULL OF CATTLE 
(!!) HOWEVER LOCALS ASSURE ME THERE IS A WELL-
TRODDEN PATH. 
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CPP7 AREA WHERE PROPOSED CYCLE TRACK WOULD MEET 
EXISTING CYCLE TRACK. I IMAGINE THE PROPOSED 
RAIL TRACK WILL START TO STRAIGHTEN SOMEWHERE 
AROUND THE LOCATION OF THIS PHOTO AND WILL 
EMERGE SOMEWHERE AROUND MY LOCATION WHEN I 
TOOK PHOTO NO.6. LEAVING EXISTING CYCLE TRACK 
THROUGH WOOD AS IS. IF THIS IS THE CASE A 
CROSSING i.e. FOOT / CYCLE BRIDGE OR TUNNEL 
WOULD BE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA. 

  

 

  

CPP8 CONTINUATION OF TRACK STARTING AT CPP7 
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CPP9 FURTHER CONTINUATION OF TRACK STARTING AT CPP 
7 

  

 

  
CPP10 CONTINUATION OF TRACK CROSSING EXISTING FARM 

TRACK FROM FARM TO FACTORY ROAD AT WHITESIDE 
IND. EST. 
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CPP11 CROSSING FARM TRACK 
  

 

  
CPP12 PROPOSED TRACK CONTINUING AFTER CROSSING 

FARM TRACK 
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CPP13 TRACK TURNING RIGHT AVOIDING BUILT UP AREA 
(FALSIDE). TRACK FROM ROUTE “A” WOULD MEET 
HERE FROM LEFT OF PHOTO 

  

 

  
CPP14  TRACK CONTINUING TOWARDS NATURE RESERVE 
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CPP15 TRACK CONTINUING TOWARDS NATURE RESERVE 
  

 

  
CPP16 TRACK CONTINUING TOWARDS NATURE RESERVE 
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CPP17 TRACK EMERGING ONTO EXISTING HARDCORE / 
TARMAC TRACK 

  

 

  
CPP18 EXISTING TRACK. FENCE TO PREVENT BOY RACERS 

ON MOTOR BIKES. CYCLISTS WOULD HAVE TO 
DISMOUNT AND WALK BIKES THROUGH GAP. A LITTLE 
WORK TO FENCE WOULD AVOID THIS. 
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CPP19 CONTINUATION OF PROPOSED TRACK TO LEFT. 
  

 

  
CPP20 CONTINUATION OF PROPOSED TRACK TO LEFT. 
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CPP21 CONTINUATION OF PROPOSED TRACK TO LEFT. 
  

 

  
CPP22 CONTINUATION OF PROPOSED TRACK TO LEFT. 
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CPP23 CONTINUATION OF PROPOSED TRACK TO LEFT. 
  

 

  
CPP24 SWING PARK TOP END OF MEADOWS PARK ON LEFT. 

TRACK CROSSES BRIDGE MIDDLE OF PHOTO. 
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CPP25 HAVING CROSSED BRIDGE IN PHOTO No.24, TRACK 
CONTINUES ON ALREADY-TARMACED TRACK 
TOWARDS WHITBURN ROAD. 

  

 

  
CPP26 TRACK EMERGES ONTO WHITBURN ROAD. 
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CPP27 

Easterly end. 
Bridge at 
Whitburn 

Road, 
Paulville 

UNFORTUNATELY CAR GOT IN WAY BUT SUGGEST 
WHITBURN ROAD CROSSING COULD BE MADE TO 
ENABLE TRACK TO RUN UNDER LEFT HAND ARCH OF 
BRIDGE AND ALONGSIDE BATHGATE WATER TO 
METAL BRIDGE ABOUT HALF MILE DISTANT TO LINK 
UP WITH PRESENT TRACK COMING FROM EAST. 
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Appendix OL1 TO CONSIDERATION STAGE EVIDENCE: GROUP 31 
For consideration by 

Airdrie-Bathgate Railway and Linked Improvements Bill Committee 
 
 

Outlooks for Comparison  
 
 

Contents: 
  

Photographs OLP1 – OLP3:  
Outlook for removal by construction of Airdrie-Bathgate railway 

 
Photographs OLP4 – OLP7:  

Surroundings of Edinburgh-Bathgate rail track 



 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OLP1 

 

 

   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OLP2 
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OLP3 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OLP4 
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OLP5 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
OLP6 
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OLP7 
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